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In an alpine environment, accessibility to food during winter

represents one of the most limiting factors for animals and can

hamper individual survivorship. Typically, snow is the element

that mostly affects food availability by covering food items.

Moreover, snow also affects food accessibility by increasing the

energetic costs of walking for those species that lack specific

adaptation to locomotion in deep snow. To compensate for such

food limitation and help ungulate population to survive over

winter, supplemental feeding sites have been set up, with the

consequences of strongly modifying resource distribution and

thereby individual use of space.

We investigated the relative importance of snow cover, snow

quality- i.e. snow sinking- and supplemental feeding in shaping

winter habitat selection of the European roe deer (Capreolus

capreolus), a small deer species, with a distribution range from

Mediterranean to Scandinavia, across a variety of landscapes

and climates. In alpine environments, winter represents the

limiting season for this ungulate. In particular, roe deer mor-

phological traits does not allow an efficient locomotion in deep

snow and consequently resource accessibility and acquisition.

Therefore roe deer adopt specific behavioural adaptations, e.g.

migration or selection of overwinter areas, to escape unfavour-

able winter conditions.

However the importance of snow cover, and especially snow

quality in terms of sinking on shaping roe deer winter habitat se-

lection in the Alps, has never been evaluated. The context of our

study offers a good case to evaluate locomotion vs acquisition

of resources, given the presence of supplemental feeding sites,

that favour resource acquisition and consequently contribute to

determine roe deer movement tactics and use of space in winter

time.

We performed a fine-scale empirical assessment of snow depth

and hardness within a used - available design, and compared

it with the information provided by remotely sensed Moder-

ate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer data (Snow MODIS,

500 m resolution). We developed a resource selection function

by means of multivariate logistic regression-mixed modelling

framework (GLMM).

We found that within their winter range, roe deer strongly se-

lected forest canopy and spots with harder snow (i.e. with less

snow sinking), whereas only a weak positive effect of proximity

to supplemental feeding sites was detected. Snow cover distri-

bution from MODIS was not retained in the best model.

We conclude that roe deer in winter selected those habitats that

provide a good thermal shelter and an efficient filter for snow-

fall. The presence of forest canopy may provide both hiding

and thermal protection, by reducing the amount of snow on

the ground and limiting daily temperature variation. Moreover

forest canopy reduces the depth of snow cover layer limiting the

energetic costs associated with movement. These factors are

likely to increase overwinter survival of roe deer. The adoption

of a particular behavioural tactic, i.e. the usage of trails previ-

ously formed by other individuals to move from bedding sites

to supplementary feeding sites, might explain the unexpectedly

weak effect of closeness to supplemental feeding stations on roe

deer winter habitat selection.

We suggest the importance of complementing large scale models

of snow cover (MODIS data) with site-specific information on

snow quality and distribution, especially in mountainous areas

with high local heterogeneity.

Our results confirm the strong effect of snow cover and snow

quality on roe deer winter habitat selection. We suggest that

the modification of snow cover abundance and seasonal extent

due to ongoing climatic changes affects roe deer population dy-

namics patterns because of the scarce adaptation of snow typical

of this species. The investigation of trends between snow dis-

tribution and roe deer population performances might therefore

provide important indications for the correct management of this

ungulate in an alpine environment.
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